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System and Method for Wavelength Conversion and Switching

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.

60/940,892 filed May 30, 2007 by Lee et al. and entitled "System and Method for Wavelength

Conversion and Switching", and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/042,933 filed March 05,

2008 by Lee et al. and entitled "System and Method for Wavelength Conversion and Switching",

which are incorporated herein by reference as if reproduced in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is one technology that is envisioned to

increase bandwidth capability and enable bidirectional communications in optical networks. In

WDM networks, multiple data signals can be transmitted simultaneously between network

elements (NEs) using a single fiber. Specifically, the individual signals may be assigned different

transmission wavelengths so that they do not interfere or collide with each other. The path that the

signal takes through the network is referred to as the lightpath. One type of WDM network, a

wavelength switched optical network (WSON), seeks to switch the optical signals with fewer

optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversions along the lightpath, e.g. at the individual NEs, than

existing optical networks.

[0003] One of the challenges in implementing WDM networks is the determination of the

routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) for the various signals that are being transported

through the network at any given time. Unlike traditional circuit-switched and connection-oriented

packet-switched networks that merely have to determine a route for the data stream across the

network, WDM networks are burdened with the additional constraint of having to ensure that the

same wavelength is not simultaneously used by two signals over a single fiber. This constraint is



compounded by the fact that WDM networks typically use specific optical bands comprising a

finite number of usable optical wavelengths. As such, the RWA continues to be one of the

challenges in implementing WDM technology in optical networks.

SUMMARY

[0004] In one embodiment, the disclosure includes a network component comprising at least

one processor configured to implement a method comprising collecting wavelength availability

information associated with a WSON, receiving a path computation request to transport a signal

through the WSON, calculating at least one route through the WSON for the signal, and assigning

at least one wavelength for the signal to use along the route.

[0005] In another embodiment, the disclosure includes a network comprising a first path

computation element (PCE) configured to compute at least one route for a signal between a source

and a destination, and a second PCE in communication with the first PCE, wherein the second PCE

is configured to receive the route from the first PCE and assign at least one wavelength to the route.

[0006] In yet another embodiment, the disclosure includes a network comprising a PCE

configured to compute at least one route for a signal between a source and a destination, and a

plurality of NEs in communication with the PCE, wherein at least some of the NEs are configured

to receive the route from the PCE, assign at least one wavelength to the route, and transport the

signal between the source and the destination using the route and the wavelength.

[0007] These and other features will be more clearly understood from the following detailed

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the

following brief description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and detailed



description, wherein like reference numerals represent like parts.

[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a WSON system.

[0010] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a PCE architecture.

[0011] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of the PCE architecture.

[0012] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment of the PCE architecture.

[0013] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an embodiment of an RWA method.

[0014] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment of a general-purpose computer

system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] It should be understood at the outset that although an illustrative implementation of one

or more embodiments are provided below, the disclosed systems and/or methods may be

implemented using any number of techniques, whether currently known or in existence. The

disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations, drawings, and

techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and implementations illustrated and

described herein, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims along with their

full scope of equivalents.

[0016] Disclosed herein is a system and method for determining the RWA in WDM networks,

such as the WSON. In one embodiment, a PCE receives RWA requests from a plurality of NEs,

determines the RWA for the incoming signals, and communicates the RWA to the NEs. In another

embodiment, the routing and wavelength assignment functions are performed by two separate

PCEs. In a third embodiment, the PCE performs the routing assignment function, and the

individual NEs are responsible for the wavelength assignment function. In any of these



embodiments, the request may comprise sufficient wavelength information associated with the

NEs to allow the RWA solution to be determined.

[0017] FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a WSON system 100. The system 100 may

comprise a WSON 110, a control plane controller 120, and a PCE 130. The WSON 110, control

plane controller 120, and PCE 130 may communicate with each other via optical, electrical, or

wireless means. The WSON 110 may comprise a plurality of NEs 112 coupled to one another

using optical fibers. In an embodiment, the optical fibers may also be considered NEs 112. The

optical signals may be transported through the WSON 110 over lightpaths that may pass through

some of the NEs 112. In addition, some of the NEs 112, for example those at the ends of the

WSON 110, may be configured to convert between electrical signals from external sources and the

optical signals used in the WSON 110. Although four NEs 112 are shown in the WSON 110, the

WSON 110 may comprise any number of NEs 112.

[0018] The WSON 110 may be any optical network that uses active or passive components to

transport optical signals. The WSON 110 may implement WDM to transport the optical signals

through the WSON 110, and may comprise various optical components as described in detail

below. The WSON 110 may be part of a long haul network, a metropolitan network, or a

residential access network. For example, the WSON 110 may comprise optical cross connects

(OXC), photonic cross connects (PXC), reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADM),

wavelength selective switches (WSS), optical add/drop multiplexers (OADM), and so forth.

[0019] The control plane controller 120 may coordinate activities within the WSON 110.

Specifically, the control plane controller 120 may receive optical connection requests and provide

lightpath signaling to the WSON 110 via Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS),

thereby coordinating the NEs 112 such that data signals are routed through the WSON 110 with



little or no contention. In addition, the control plane controller 120 may communicate with the

PCE 130 using PCE protocol (PCEP) to provide the PCE 130 with information that may be used

for the RWA, and/or receive the RWA from the PCE 130 and forward the RWA to the NEs 112.

The control plane controller 120 may be located in a component outside of the WSON 110, such as

an external server, or may be located in a component within the WSON 110, such as a NE 112.

[0020] The PCE 130 may perform all or part of the RWA for the WSON system 100.

Specifically, the PCE 130 may receive the wavelength or other information that may be used for

the RWA from the control plane controller 120, from the WSON 110, or both. The PCE may

process the information to obtain the RWA, for example, by computing the routes, e.g. lightpaths,

for the optical signals, specifying the optical wavelengths that are used for each lightpath, and

determining the NEs 112 along the lightpath at which the optical signal should be converted to an

electrical signal or a different wavelength. The RWA may include at least one route for each

incoming signal and at least one wavelength associated with each route. The PCE 130 may then

send all or part of the RWA information to the control plane controller 120 or directly to the NEs

112 . To assist the PCE 130 in this process, the PCE 130 may comprise a global traffic-engineering

database (TED), a RWA information database, an optical performance monitor (OPM), a physical

layer constraint (PLC) information database, or combinations thereof. The PCE 130 may be

located in a component outside of the WSON 110, such as an external server, or may be located in

a component within the WSON 110, such as a NE 112.

[0021] The NEs 112 may be coupled to each other via optical fibers. The optical fibers may be

used to establish optical links and transport the optical signals between the NEs 112. The optical

fibers may comprise standard single mode fibers (SMFs) as defined in ITU-T standard G.652,

dispersion shifted SMFs as defined in ITU-T standard G.653, cut-off shifted SMFs as defined in



ITU-T standard G.654, non-zero dispersion shifted SMFs as defined in ITU-T standard G.655,

wideband non-zero dispersion shifted SMFs as defined in ITU-T standard G.656, or combinations

thereof. These fiber types may be differentiated by their optical impairment characteristics, such as

attenuation, chromatic dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, four wave mixing, or

combinations thereof. These effects may be dependent upon wavelength, channel spacing, input

power level, or combinations thereof. The optical fibers may be used to transport WDM signals,

such as course WDM (CWDM) signals as defined in ITU-T G.694.2 or dense WDM (DWDM)

signals as defined in ITU-T G.694.1. All of the standards described herein are incorporated herein

by reference.

[0022] The WDM links may operate in one or more optical bands. The optical bands may

comprise an original band (O-band), an extended band (E-band), a short band (S-band), a

conventional band (C -band), a long band (L-band), an ultra long band (U-band), or combinations

thereof. The O-band may comprise optical wavelengths from about 1260 nanometer (nm) to about

1360 nm and have a bandwidth equal to about 17.5 Terahertz (TFIz). The E-band may comprise

optical wavelengths from about 1360 nm to about 1460 nm and have a bandwidth equal to about

15.1 TFIz. The S-band may comprise optical wavelengths from about 1460 nm to about 1530 nm

and have a bandwidth equal to about 9.4 TFIz. The C-band may comprise optical wavelengths

from about 1530 nm to about 1565 nm and have a bandwidth equal to about 4.4 TFIz. The L-band

may comprise optical wavelengths from about 1565 nm to about 1625 nm and have a bandwidth

equal to about 7.1 TFIz. The U-band may comprise optical wavelengths from about 1625 nm to

about 1675 nm and have a bandwidth equal to about 5.5 TFIz. In some embodiments, not all of a

particular band may be usable. For example, there may be attenuation due to a water absorption

peak at about 1383 nm in many fibers that support E-band. Hence, there can be a discontinuous



acceptable wavelength range for a particular link. In addition, some systems will utilize more than

one band. This is particularly true for CWDM systems.

[0023] Moreover, the optical fibers may comprise different bandwidth capacities spanning the

optical bands. The bandwidth capacities of the optical fibers may determine the number of

wavelengths or wavelength channels that may be used to transport the individual WDM signals.

For example, the SMF may comprise a bandwidth capacity centered at about 193.1 THz and

comprising about 4800 channels that are separated at about 12.5 gigahertz (GHz). Alternatively,

the SMF may comprise a bandwidth capacity at about 193.1 TFIz center frequency and comprising

fewer than 4800 channels, which may be separated by about 25 GFIz, about 50 GHz, about 100

GFIz, or other multiples of about 100 GHz. Such wavelength channels may be used to transport

individual DWDM signals. The SMF may also comprise a bandwidth capacity from about 1271

nm to about 161 1 nm and about 18 channels separated by about 20 nm wavelength spacing, which

can be used to transport individual CWDM signals.

[0024] The information sent to the PCE 130 may include information related to the established

WDM links. Such information may include GMPLS labels that map the wavelengths or

wavelength channels associated with the WDM links. The labels may map the individual

wavelengths using a global network map that may be accessed by the PCE 130, the control plane

controller 120, at least some of the components of the WSON 110, or combinations thereof.

Mapping the wavelengths using the global network map may simplify the characterization of the

WDM links and the NEs 112, and improve the communication between the WSON 110, the

control plane controller 120, and the PCE 130.

[0025] The labels may indicate the wavelength ranges and channel spacing used in the WSON

110. Specifically, the information may include a 32-bit field that designates the total number of



wavelength channels, which may be used to transport the WDM signals in the optical fibers. The

32-bit field may be sufficient to map as many DWDM or CWDM signals as permitted in the

optical fiber. The information may also include a wavelength range field associated with each

established WDM link between the NEs 112. The wavelength range field may comprise two 32-

bit fields that comprise two labels that may map the first wavelength and the last wavelength in

wavelength ranges used to transport the individual WDM links. The wavelength ranges used to

transport the individual WDM links may be chosen to avoid assigning some undesirable

wavelengths or wavelength ranges to transport the individual WDM links. The undesirable

wavelengths or wavelength ranges may be different in different SMFs where the transported WDM

signals may suffer considerable losses, attenuation, dispersion, or other undesirable changes in the

signals. Additionally, the information may include a channel spacing field associated with each

established WDM link. The channel spacing field may comprise labels that may map the channel

spacing specified in the optical fibers to transport the WDM signals. For example, the channel

spacing field may comprise a label that specifies about 12.5 GHz, about 25 GHz, about 50 GHz,

about 100 GHz, or about 200 GHz channel spacing for DWDM links, or about 20 nm channel

spacing for CWDM links. In some embodiments, the GMPLS may combine the fields comprising

the wavelength information for the established WDM links into a bit-map field. The bit-map field

may be small and used in the system 100 to indicate the wavelengths available for wavelength

switching in the WSON 110. In an embodiment, the bit map field may comprise about one bit for

each wavelength.

[0026] The NEs 112 may be any WSON 110 component that receives, transports, processes, or

transmits optical signals. As such, the NEs 112 may comprise optical transmitters that may

transmit analog or digital optical signals at specific wavelengths. The optical transmitters may be



lasers that transmit at a fixed wavelength or may be tunable lasers that transmit at any wavelength

within a predetermined range. The optical transmitters may have different spectral characteristics

comprising different modulation formats and bit rates. For example, the optical signals transmitted

by the optical transmitters may be continuous digital signals that are transmitted from about 622

Megabit per second (Mbit/s) to about 1.25 Gigabit per second (Gbit/s) using a non-return to zero

(NRZ) optical modulation format. Alternatively, the optical signals may be continuous digital

signals that are transmitted from about 9.9 Gbit/s to about 43.02 Gbit/s using a return to zero (RZ)

optical modulation format.

[0027] The NEs 112 may also comprise different tunable optical transmitters that may transmit

the optical signals at a plurality of wavelengths, which may be selected from different ranges of

wavelengths or frequencies, referred to as tuning ranges. The different tunable optical transmitters

may also have different tuning times. The tuning times may depend on the tuning technology used

by the tunable laser transmitters. For example, a tunable optical transmitter that uses a thermal

drift based tuning technology may have a tuning time of about a few seconds. On the other hand, a

tunable optical transmitter that uses electronic tuning technology may have a tuning time at about

less than one millisecond.

[0028] The information sent to the PCE 130 may include information related to the optical

transmitters. Such information may include a field associated with each of the optical transmitters

that indicates whether the optical transmitter may generate a digital or an analog signal. The

GMPLS Interior Gateway Protocol - Traffic Engineering (IGP-TE), a flooding mechanism, or

some other mechanism may also provide the PCE 130 with other fields that may indicate the

bandwidth parameters, such as 3-decibel (dB) parameters for the analog signals, or the modulation

format and bit rate for the digital signals. The allocated fields may provide information needed by



the PCE 130 to compute the lightpaths for optical signal routing. Specifically, the information may

be used for constraining the PCE 130 lightpath computation based on the compatibility of the

signals with some of the established WDM links or with spectral properties of some elements or

NEs 112 in the WSON 110. In addition, the information may include a tunable information field

associated with each optical transmitter that may be set to indicate whether the optical transmitter

is a tunable optical transmitter instead of a fixed laser transmitter. Furthermore, the information

may include a tuning range field associated with each optical transmitter to specify the tuning

range of the tunable optical transmitter. Specifically, the tuning range field may comprise two

fields comprising labels that may indicate the first wavelength and the last wavelength (or the first

frequency and the last frequency) representing the lower bound and the upper bound, respectively,

of the tuning range. Finally, the information may include a tuning time field associated with the

tuning time of the optical transmitter.

[0029] Some of the NEs 112 may comprise reconfigurable add/drop optical multiplexers

(ROADMs). The ROADMs may be used for wavelength based switching by adding, dropping, or

both adding and dropping any or all of the wavelengths that are used to transmit the optical signals.

The wavelength based switching may be achieved using a variety of switching technologies

including microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), liquid crystals, thermo-optic and beam-

steering switches in planar waveguide circuits, tunable optical filter technologies, or combinations

thereof. The ROADMs may comprise a plurality of line side ingress ports, line side egress ports,

add ingress ports, drop egress ports, or combinations thereof. The add ingress ports and drop

egress ports may also be called tributary ports. The optical signals handled by these various ports

may comprise one or a plurality of optical wavelengths. The line side ingress ports may receive

the optical signals and send some or all of the optical signals to the line side egress ports, which



may in turn transmit the optical signals. Alternatively, the line side ingress ports may redirect

some or all of the optical signals to the drop egress ports, which may drop the optical signals, for

example, by transmitting the optical signals outside the optical fibers. The add ingress port may

receive additional optical signals and send the optical signals to some of the line side egress ports,

which may in turn transmit the optical signals.

[0030] The line side ingress ports, line side egress ports, drop egress ports, and drop ingress

ports may be connected to each other in different connection configurations that may be changed

or reconfigured. The connection configuration between the different ports in the ROADM may be

represented using a connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrix may comprise a table comprising

rows that are each associated with one of the line side ingress ports and the add ingress ports, and

columns that are each associated with one of the line side egress ports and the drop egress ports.

Each cell in the connectivity table may represent the current connection status between one of the

ingress ports and one of the egress ports. When the ingress port associated with the row of the cell

is connected with the egress port associated with the column of the cell, the cell may be set equal to

one indicating an active connection between the two ports. Alternatively, when the ingress port

associated with the row of the cell is not connected with the egress port associated with the column

of the cell, the cell may be set equal to zero. The connectivity table may be dynamic where the

values of the cells may change to reflect any changes in the connection configuration in the

ROADM.

[0031] The number of line side ingress and line side egress ports may determine the degree of

the ROADM. For example, a ROADM that comprises one line side ingress port and one line side

egress port may have a degree of two. A ROADM that comprises more than one line side ingress

port or more than one line side egress port may have a degree greater than two, and may also be an



optical cross-connect (OXC) switch. Such OXCs may be asymmetrical in that they have a

different number of line side ingress ports than line side egress ports. The connections between the

ingress ports and the egress ports of the OXC may be represented by the connectivity matrix or by

the complement of the connectivity matrix. The ROADMs and OXCs may comprise at least one

colored port that may be an ingress port or an egress port, which may receive or transmit,

respectively, the optical signal at a fixed optical wavelength or wavelength channel. The

ROADMs and OXCs may also comprise at least one colorless port, which may be an ingress port

or an egress port, which may receive or transmit, respectively, the optical signal at any one of an

arbitrary number of optical wavelengths or wavelength channels.

[0032] The NEs 112 may also comprise fixed add/drop optical multiplexers (FOADMs). The

FOADMs may be used for wavelength based switching by adding, dropping, or both adding and

dropping any or some of the wavelengths in a preset manner. Similar to the ROADMs, the

FOADMs may comprise a plurality of line side ingress and line side egress ports, and a plurality of

add ingress and drop egress ports. However, the line side ingress ports, line side egress ports, drop

egress ports, and drop ingress ports may be connected to each other in the FOADM in a fixed

connection configuration that may not be changed. The FOADMs may drop one or a plurality of

specific optical wavelengths or wavelength channels received by the line side ingress port via one

or a plurality of specific drop egress ports. Additionally, the FOADMs may add one or a plurality

of optical wavelengths or wavelength channels transmitted by the line side egress via one or a

plurality of specific add ingress ports. Since the connection configuration between the ingress

ports and the egress ports of the FOADMs may not be changed, the connectivity matrix of the

FOADMs may be a fixed matrix with constant cell values.

[0033] The NEs 112 may comprise splitters comprising a single ingress port and at least two



egress ports. The ingress port of the splitter may receive the optical signals and split the optical

signals into a plurality of copies that are each transmitted by one of the egress ports. Similar to the

FOADMs, the ingress port of the splitters may be connected to each of the egress ports in a fixed

connection configuration that may not be changed. Hence, the reflectivity matrix of the splitter

may be a fixed matrix comprising a single row associated with the ingress port and a plurality of

columns associated with the egress ports, and where the cell values are set equal to one.

[0034] The NEs 112 may comprise optical combiners comprising a plurality of ingress ports

and a single egress port. The ingress ports of the combiner may receive a plurality of optical

signals and combine the optical signals into a single signal that comprise copies of the optical

signals and that may be transmitted by the egress port. Similar to the splitters, each of the ingress

ports of the combiners may be connected to the egress ports in a fixed connection configuration

that may not be changed. Hence, the reflectivity matrix of the combiner may be a fixed matrix

comprising a plurality of rows associated with the ingress ports and a single column associated

with the egress port, and where the cell values are set equal to one.

[0035] The information sent to the PCE 130 may include information related to the ROADMs,

OXCs, FOADMs, splitters, and combiners. In an embodiment, the information may include at

least two fields associated with each of the devices. The first field may comprise the connectivity

matrix that represents the connection configuration of the device ports, as explained above. The

second field may indicate whether the device is a wavelength reconfigurable device, such as a

ROADM or an OXC, or a non-wavelength reconfigurable device such as a FOADM, a splitter, or a

combiner. The information may also include additional fields that are associated with each port of

each device in the network, which may indicate the wavelength restrictions for each of the ports.

For example, the information may include a first field associated with each port that indicates the



number of wavelengths (or frequencies) that may be received in the case of an ingress port, or

transmitted in the case of an egress port. The information may also include a second field

associated with each port that indicates the range of wavelengths (or frequencies) that may be

received or transmitted in the case of an ingress or egress port, respectively. The information may

also include a third field associated with each port that indicates the wavelength (or frequency)

spacing within the range of wavelengths (or frequencies). The wavelength restrictions for each

port may be obtained from the combined information in the three allocated fields comprising the

number of wavelengths, the range of wavelengths, and the wavelength spacing within the range of

wavelengths. The ports may be categorized based on the obtained wavelength restrictions.

Specifically the ports may be categorized as comprising multiple wavelengths from a full range of

wavelengths, a single wavelength that may be changed from the full range of wavelengths, a single

fixed wavelength that may not be changed, or multiple wavelengths from a reduced range of

wavelengths.

[0036] The NEs 112 may also comprise wavelength converters that may receive the optical

signals transmitted at one optical wavelength and retransmit the optical signals at the same or

another optical wavelength. In one embodiment, the wavelength converter may be an OEO

converter. The OEO converter may comprise a regenerator coupled to a tunable optical transmitter.

The OEO regenerator may comprise one of three different types of regenerators. The first type of

regenerators, referred to as a Ri regenerator, may receive and re-amplify the optical signals to

eliminate or reduce attenuations and losses in the signals' strength. The second type of

regenerators, referred to as a R regenerator, may receive, reshape, and re-amplify the optical

signals. The third type of regenerators, referred to as a R3 regenerator, may receive, reshape, re-

amplify, and retime the optical signals. The quality of the transmitted optical signal may be



improved, in terms of higher signal to noise ratio (SNR), using the R3 regenerator but may be more

dependent on the modulation format and bit rate of the received optical signal, in comparison to the

R2 and the Ri regenerators. On the other hand, the quality of the transmitted optical signal may be

reduced using the Ri regenerator, but may be less dependent on the modulation format and bit rate

of the received optical signal, in comparison to the R and the R regenerator.

[0037] In another embodiment, the wavelength converter may be an optical device that may

convert the wavelength of the optical signal using non-linear optical effects, which may be more

difficult to implement than the OEO converter. For example, the non-linear optical effects of the

optical device may place more restrictions on the process of wavelength conversion, such as

limiting the range of optical wavelengths that may be converted. The NEs 112 may comprise OEO

converters, optical device based wavelength converters, or combinations thereof.

[0038] The system 100 may comprise various combinations of the optical converters and other

NEs 112, thereby providing different amounts of wavelength conversion capability. For example,

the WSON 110 may comprise a relatively large number of OEO converters among the NEs 112

that provide the system 100 with a relatively large number of wavelength conversion options.

Alternatively, the WSON 100 may comprise ROADMs that implement optical conversion. Such a

configuration may provide the system 100 with a fewer wavelength conversion options than that of

the OEO converters. Further in the alternative, the WSON 100 may also comprise FOADMs,

instead of ROADMs or OEO converters, which provide the system 100 with even more limited

amount of wavelength conversion. If desired, conversion via FOADMs may be used as part of the

lightpath routing. Finally, the system 100 may implement combinations of the above components.

[0039] The information sent to the PCE 130 may include information related to the optical

converters. The optical converters can be associated with the NEs 112. As such, the information



may include a field indicating whether the NE 112 has full wavelength conversion capability, e.g.

any ingress wavelength to any egress wavelength, or limited wavelength conversion capability.

The limited wavelength capability may indicate that the egress wavelength is dependent on the

ingress wavelength, the ingress wavelength is dependent on the egress wavelength, the ingress port

is dependent on the egress port, the egress port is dependent on the ingress port, or combinations

thereof. The information may also include an indication of whether the optical converter has a

wavelength restriction that is dependent on the ingress wavelength, the egress wavelength, or

combinations thereof. Furthermore, the information may include a plurality of fields that indicate

the wavelength restrictions based on the modulation format and transmission speed associated with

each of the OEO converters. Specifically, the information may include a first field that indicates

the input optical wavelengths (or frequencies) or ranges of wavelengths (or frequencies) that may

be received by the OEO converter. The information may include a second field that indicates the

output optical wavelengths (or frequencies) or ranges of wavelengths (or frequencies) that may be

transmitted by the OEO converter. The information may include a third field that indicates the

regeneration level of the OEO converter, e.g. R1, R , or R3. The information may include a fourth

field that indicates signal restrictions, in terms of modulation formats and bit rates that may be

associated with the R or the R regenerator.

[0040] In an embodiment, the WSON 110 may comprise wavelength converters that may be

shared by different NEs 112 or components in the network to convert the wavelengths of the

optical signals along a plurality of lightpaths. In such a case, the information may include an

information field comprising the number of available shared wavelength converters. The field may

indicate the wavelength conversion capability of the network and may be added to the RWA



information. The information may also include additional fields comprising labels that map the

available wavelengths used by the available wavelength converters for signal transmission.

[0041] In some embodiments, the RWA information may be sent to the PCE 130 by a path

computation client (PCC). The PCC may be any client application requesting a path computation

to be performed by the PCE 130. The PCC may also be any network component that makes such a

request, such as the control plane controller 120, or any NE 112, such as a ROADM or a FOADM.

[0042] In some embodiments, the information sent to the PCE 130 may include temporal

restrictions associated with the data signal. The temporal restrictions may be classified by type,

timeliness, duration, or combinations thereof. The type may refer to whether the transport requests

are received in batches, e.g. concurrently, or sequentially. The lightpath connection timeliness may

comprise one of three options that may be associated with the lightpaths: a time critical frame, a

soft time bound, or a scheduled or advanced reservation. The time critical frame may be assigned

for lightpaths that are used for restoration of network services or for other high priority real time

service requests. The soft time bound may be assigned for lightpaths that are used for new or first-

time connection requests. The soft time bound may be assigned for the first-time connection

requests to allow for additional time that can be used for network optimization. The scheduled or

advanced reservation may be assigned for lightpaths that are used for services requested prior to

receipt of the signal. The lightpath connection duration may also comprise one of three options

that may be associated with the lightpaths: a dynamic time frame, a pseudo-static time frame, and a

static time frame. The dynamic time frame may be assigned to lightpaths that have relatively short

duration. The pseudo-static time frame may be assigned to lightpaths that have moderately longer

duration than those assigned the dynamic time frame. The static time frame may be assigned to

lightpaths that have relatively long duration.



[0043] The computation of the RWA may be dependent on the network topology. For

example, RWA is relatively easy in WSONs 110 in which every NE 112 is wavelength selective in

that it has a tunable laser and a wavelength converter. In such a case, path selection is similar to

the MPLS and TDM circuit switched cases with full time slot interchange capability in that the

wavelengths have only local significance. Thus, the routing problem needs to be addressed only at

the level of the traffic engineered (TE) link choice, and wavelength assignment can be resolved

locally by the switches on a hop-by-hop basis. In contrast, WSONs 110 with no wavelength

converters have the wavelength continuity restraint. Specifically, such WSONs 110 require each

lightpath or optical channel (OCh) to have a route from its source to its destination that uses a

single wavelength that does not collide with the wavelengths used by any other lightpath that may

share an optical fiber. To reduce this constraint while keeping network costs reduced, a limited

number of wavelength converters may be introduced at certain points in the network.

[0044] The RWA problem requires certain inputs to produce the desired outputs. The inputs to

the RWA problem may include the data signal's source and destination, the network topology, the

locations and capabilities of any wavelength converters, and the wavelengths available on each

optical link. The RWA inputs may also include any of the aforementioned information, which

may be embodied as GMPLS labels. Once the RWA inputs are obtained, the RWA problem may

be solved using any suitable method. The different RWA algorithms may be selected based on the

service provider's needs, such as network optimization, network restoration, and highly dynamic

lightpath provisioning requirements. The output from the algorithm solving the RWA problem is

at least one specific route through the WSON 110, and at least one wavelength associated with the

route. In the case where multiple wavelengths are provided, the RWA solution provides an explicit

route through ROADMs, a wavelength for the optical transmitter, and a set of locations (generally



associated with ROADMs or switches) where wavelength conversion is to occur, and the new

wavelength to be used on each component link after that point in the route.

[0045] Routing assignments may be computed using any suitable assignment technique. For

example, open shortest path first (OSPF) or OSPF traffic engineering (OSPF-TE) may be used to

assign the routes to the incoming signals. Similarly, various methods may be used to assign the

wavelengths. In one embodiment, the PCE 130 may implement an algorithm that assigns random

and available optical wavelengths for the computed lightpaths. In another embodiment, the PCE

130 may implement an algorithm that assigns the first available optical wavelengths from an

ordered list of available wavelengths. In a third embodiment, the PCE 130 may implement an

algorithm that assigns the most used optical wavelengths in the network to the computed lightpaths.

In a multi -fiber network where a plurality of fibers may connect two NEs 112, the PCE 130 may

use a least-loaded approach in which it assigns optical wavelengths to the links that connect each

two NEs 112 along the lightpath so that as few fibers as possible are used between the two NEs

112. If desired, the routing assignment may produce multiple routes so that the assignment of

wavelengths is less constrained. In such a case, the PCE 130 may select a single route and assign

wavelengths to that route.

[0046] The RWA information may be either static or dynamic. Static RWA information

changes only when there is a change in the network hardware, for example, when a component

fails or a new component is added. Dynamic RWA information can change when the lightpath

provisioning changes. The timeliness in which an entity involved in the RWA process is notified

of such changes may be situational. For example, for network restoration purposes, learning of a

hardware failure or of new hardware coming online to provide restoration capability can be

important in realizing the full capacity of the network. The scaling of dynamic information may be



improved by using incremental updates and/or tailoring message content to the WSON, for

example, the use of wavelength ranges or wavelength occupation bit maps.

[0047] The RWA information may be sent to the PCE 130 using various protocols. For

example, the RWA information may be sent using existing control plane or routing protocols such

as GMPLS. Alternatively, the RWA information may be sent using existing management

protocols, such as NetConf, simple network management protocol (SNMP), command line

interface (CLI), or common object request broker architecture (CORBA). Further in the alternative,

the RWA information may be sent using directory services and accompanying protocols. In cases

where the number of PCEs 130 is significantly less than number of NEs 112, flooding may be

avoided by messaging directly between the NEs 112 and the PCE 130. Finally, the RWA

information may be sent using extensible markup language (XML).

[0048] FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a combined RWA architecture 200. In the

combined RWA architecture 200, the PCC 210 communicates the RWA request and the required

information to the PCE 220, which implements both the routing function and the wavelength

assignment function using a single computation entity, such as a processor. For example, the

processor may process the RWA information using a single or multiple algorithms to compute the

lightpaths as well as to assign the optical wavelengths for each lightpath. The amount of RWA

information needed by the PCE 112 to compute the RWA may vary depending on the algorithm

used. If desired, the PCE 220 may not compute the RWA until sufficient network links are

established between the NEs or when sufficient RWA information about the NEs and the network

topology is provided. The combined RWA architecture 200 may be preferable for network

optimization, smaller WSONs, or both.

[0049] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a separate RWA architecture 300. In the separate



RWA architecture 300, the PCC 310 communicates the RWA request and the required information

to the PCE 320, which implements both the routing function and the wavelength assignment

function using separate computation entities, such as processors 322 and 324. Alternatively, the

separate RWA architecture 300 may comprise two separate PCEs 320 each comprising one of the

processors 322 and 324. Implementing signal routing and wavelength assignment separately may

offload some of the computational burden on the processors 322 and 324 and reduce the processing

time. In an embodiment, the PCC 310 may be aware of the presence of only one of two processors

322, 324 (or two PCEs) and may only communicate with that processor 322, 324 (or PCE). For

example, the PCC 310 may send the RWA information to the processor 322, which may compute

the lightpath route and forward the route to the processor 324 where the wavelength assignment is

preformed. The RWA may then be passed back to the processor 322 and then to the PCC 310.

Such an embodiment may also be reversed such that the PCC 310 communicates with the

processor 324 instead of the processor 322.

[0050] In either architecture 200 or 300, the NE initiating the signaling may receive a route

from the source to destination along with the wavelengths, e.g. GMPLS generalized labels, to be

used along portions of the path. The GMPLS signaling supports an explicit route object (ERO).

Within an ERO, an ERO label sub-object can be used to indicate the wavelength to be used at a

particular NE. In cases where the local label map approach is used, the label sub-object entry in

the ERO may have to be translated.

[0051] FIG. 4 illustrates a distributed wavelength assignment architecture 400. In the

distributed wavelength assignment architecture 400, the PCE 410 may receive some or all of the

RWA information from the NEs 420, 430, and 440, perhaps via direct link, and implements the

routing function. The PCE 410 then directly or indirectly passes the routing assignment to the



individual NEs 420, 430, and 440, which assign the wavelengths at the local links between the NEs

420, 430, and 440 based on local information. Specifically, the NE 420 may receive local RWA

information from the NEs 430 and 440 and send some or all of the RWA information to the PCE

410. The PCE 410 may compute the lightpaths using the received RWA information and send the

list of lightpaths to the NE 420. The NE 420 may use the list of lightpaths to identify the NE 430

as the next NE in the lightpath. The NE 420 may establish a link to the NE 430 and use the

received local RWA information that may comprise additional constraints to assign a wavelength

for transmission over the link. The NE 430 may receive the list of lightpaths from the NE 420, use

the list of lightpaths to identify the NE 440 as the next NE in the lightpath, establish a link to the

NE 440, and assign the same or a different wavelength for transmission over the link. Thus, the

signals may be routed and the wavelengths may be assigned in a distributed manner between the

remaining NEs in the network. Assigning the wavelengths at the individual NEs may reduce the

amount of RWA information that has to be sent to the PCE 410.

[0052] In some embodiments of the distributed wavelength assignment, the lightpath will be

unidirectional and may not contain any converters. In such a case, the wavelengths for the

individual links may be assigned using GMPLS signaling between the NEs, e.g. along a

unidirectional lightpath or label switched path (LSP). The GMPLS signaling may comprise

forwarding a resource reservation protocol - traffic engineering (RSVP-TE) path message that

comprise a label set object between the NEs. The label set object may comprise all the labels that

map the available wavelengths in the links between the NEs. The label set object may be

processed to obtain the common available wavelengths in the links between the NEs. If the NEs

do not contain any wavelength converters, a single wavelength may be obtained from the available

wavelengths and is assigned to each link in the LSP. The single wavelength may be obtained by



implementing an algorithm that may choose one wavelength from the available wavelengths or the

first wavelength in the list of available wavelengths. The one wavelength may be randomly

selected or may be the first wavelength that fits the required criteria. Alternatively, the algorithm

may choose the most used wavelength among the available wavelengths by analyzing any global

wavelength information in the network, which may be passed between the NEs via the GMPLS

signaling. Alternatively, the algorithm may choose the wavelength that is least used in comparison

to the other available wavelengths. In multi-fiber networks, the algorithm may choose the least

used wavelength by analyzing GMPLS information about the use of wavelengths in each link

between the NEs.

[0053] In other embodiments of the distributed wavelength assignment, the lightpath will be

unidirectional and may contain some converters. When wavelength converters are present, the

NEs with wavelength converters need to make a determination as to whether to perform a

wavelength conversion. One indicator for this would be that the set of available wavelengths

which is obtained via the intersection of the incoming label set and the egress links available

wavelengths is either null or deemed too small to permit successful completion. At this point, the

NE would need to remember that it will apply wavelength conversion and will be responsible for

assigning the wavelength on the previous wavelength-contiguous segment when the RSVP-TE

reserve (RESV) message passes by. In such a case, the NE may pass on an enlarged label set

reflecting only the limitations of the wavelength converter and the egress link. The record route

option in RSVP-TE signaling can be used to show where wavelength conversion has taken place.

[0054] In yet other embodiments of the distributed wavelength assignment, the lightpath will

be bidirectional and may not contain any converters. In such a case, the aforementioned

procedures may be used to determine the available bidirectional wavelength, for example by



creating a label set that is available in both directions. If the bidirectional LSPs setup is indicated

by the presence of an upstream label in the path message, the upstream label information may not

be available until the intersection of the available label sets is obtained at the destination NE and

the wavelength assignment algorithm has been obtained.

[0055] The above procedures may be implemented using existing GMPLS signaling. Basic

support for WSON signaling already exists in GMPLS with the wavelength (value 9) LSP

encoding type, or the G 709 Optical Channels (value 13) LSP encoding type. As described

above, wavelengths and signals may be identified using a global mapping between wavelengths

and labels. Alternatively, link management protocol (LMP) may be used to assign the map for

each link then convey that information to any path computation entities, e.g., label switch routers

or stand alone PCEs. The local label map approach may require the label-set contents in the

RSVP-TE Path message to be translated every time the map changes between an incoming link

and the outgoing link. In such a case, traffic parameters for wavelength LSPs may be defined,

including a signal type field that includes modulation format and/or rate information.

[0056] GMPLS routing defines an interface capability descriptor for lambda switch capable

(LSC), which can be used to describe the interfaces on a ROADM or other type of wavelength

selective switch. In addition to the topology information typically conveyed via an Interior

Gateway Protocol (IGP), other subsystem properties may need to be included to characterize a

WSON. For example, these properties may include WDM link properties such as the allowed

wavelengths, laser transmitter properties such as the wavelength ranges, ROADM, and/or FOADM

properties including a connectivity matrix and any port wavelength restrictions, and the

wavelength converter properties, which may be identified per network element and may change if

a common limited shared pool is used. In some cases, the WDM link properties and the laser



transmitter properties may be combined with the ROADM and/or FOADM properties. Such

information may be relatively static, except for the number of wavelength converters that are

available in a shared pool.

[0057] In some embodiments, the link bandwidth information may be dynamic. In such cases,

there may be a need for wavelength-specific availability information. Even if the number of

available wavelengths on a link is known, it may be desirable to know the available and occupied

wavelengths prior to implementing the aforementioned a combined RWA or separate routing and

wavelength assignment processes. Such may not be possible with current GMPLS routing

extensions. However, in the routing extensions for GMPLS, requirements for layer-specific TE

attributes are discussed. The RWA problem for optical networks without wavelength converters

imposes an additional requirement for the wavelength (or optical channel) layer: knowing which

specific wavelengths are in use. Current DWDM systems range from about 16 channels to about

128 channels with advanced laboratory systems having up to about 300 channels. Given these

channel limitations, representing the use of wavelengths via a simple bit-map, e.g. one bit per

wavelength or other information field, is feasible. In the GMPLS extensions for OSPF, the

interface capability descriptor sub-type/length/value (TLV) contains a subfield comprising

switching capability specific information and is one possible place for a bit map of available

wavelengths. However, current GMPLS routing extensions do not provide enough information for

the solution of the RWA problem.

[0058] In the combined RWA and separate routing and WA architectures, the WSON

information conveyed via GMPLS routing may be static or dynamic and may be associated with

either a link or a NE. Table 1 summarizes some of these relationships, and may represent the

information sent to the TED in the PCE:



Table 1

It may be noted that the per port wavelength restrictions are the per port wavelength restrictions for

an optical device, such as a ROADM, and are independent of any optical constraints imposed by a

fiber link. Furthermore, the laser transmitter range could be viewed as a NE' s capability. In

addition, the wavelength conversion capability could be dynamic in the case of a limited pool of

converters where the quantity available can change with connection establishment. Moreover, the

wavelength conversion may include regeneration capabilities because OEO converters are also

regenerators. Finally, the wavelength availability may not be needed in the case of distributed

wavelength assignment via signaling.

[0059] In the distributed WA architecture, the WSON information may be more limited. Table

2 summarizes the WSON information that may be conveyed via GMPLS in such an embodiment:

Table 2

The distributed WA architecture may implement these signaling extensions substantially as

described above.



[0060] The PCE may support WSON-enabled RWA computation with protocol enhancement

as the PCEP defines the procedures necessary to support both sequential and global concurrent

path computations. As such, the implications for PCE may be classified as lightpath constraints

and characteristics, and computation architectures. As for the lightpath constraints and

characteristics, the lightpath requests may be bulk and sequential. Specifically, the PCE may

receive a batch optimization where multiple lightpaths requested at one time, a simultaneous

request for a lightpath(s) and backup lightpath(s), or just a single lightpath request. PCEP and

PCE -global concurrent optimization (GCO) can be readily enhanced to support any of these

instances. In addition, the request may include lightpath constraints, such as a bidirectional

assignment of wavelengths, a simultaneous assignment of wavelength to primary and backup paths,

or a tuning range constraint on an optical transmitter. These lightpath characteristics can include

duration information that indicates how long this connection may last and/or timeliness/urgency

information that indicates how quickly the connection needed.

[0061] The algorithms and network information needed for solving the RWA are somewhat

specialized and computationally intensive, thus not all PCEs within a domain may need or want

such capability. As such, RWA capable PCEs may be discovered using any available procedure.

For example, the PCE discovery mechanisms may be used to indicate whether the PCE has the

ability to compute the RWA problem. Specifically, a sub-TLV could be allocated for this purpose.

Objective functions in PCE may allow the operators to request differing objective functions per

their need and applications. For instance, this would allow the operator to choose an objective

function that minimizes the total network cost associated with setting up a set of paths concurrently.

This would also allow operators to choose an objective function that results in a most evenly

distributed link utilization. This implies that PCEP would easily accommodate wavelength



selection algorithm in its objective function to be able to optimize the path computation from the

perspective of wavelength assignment if chosen by the operators.

[0062] FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a RWA method 500. The method 500 may be

implemented using one of the PCE architectures 200, 300, or 400. At block 510, the method 500

may comprise sending an RWA request and the RWA information associated with the WSON

from a network entity, such as an NE or a PCC. At block 520, the method 500 may comprise

receiving the RWA request and the RWA information at another network entity, such as a PCE.

At block 530, the method 500 may comprise computing the lightpaths that may be used for signal

routing in the network using the RWA information. At block 540, the method 500 may comprise

verifying whether the network may comprise wavelength conversion capability. Specifically, the

method 500 may comprise analyzing the RWA information to discover the presence of wavelength

converters in the network. The method 500 may proceed to block 550 when the condition at block

540 is met, for example, when the network comprises some wavelength converters. At block 550,

the method 500 may comprise selecting one or a plurality of available wavelengths for each of the

computed lightpaths using the wavelength availability information and the wavelength conversion

capability included in the RWA information, as explained above. Alternatively, the method 500

may proceed to block 560 when the condition at block 540 is not met. At block 560, the method

500 may comprise selecting a single available wavelength for each of the computed lightpaths

using the wavelength availability information. The method 500 may proceed after block 550 and

block 560 to block 570. At block 570, the method 500 may comprise assigning the selected

wavelength or plurality of wavelengths to each computed lightpath.

[0063] In another embodiment, the method 500 may comprise verifying whether the network

may comprise wavelength conversion capability at block 540 before computing the lightpaths at



block 530. The method 500 may then combine block 530 with block 550 and block 570 to

compute the lightpaths and assign one or a plurality of wavelengths to each lightpath

simultaneously, when the condition at block 540 is met. Otherwise, the method 500 may comprise

combining block 530 with block 560 and block 570 to compute the lightpaths and assign fixed

wavelengths to each lightpath simultaneously, when the condition at block 540 is not met.

[0064] The network components described above may be implemented on any general-purpose

network component, such as a computer or network component with sufficient processing power,

memory resources, and network throughput capability to handle the necessary workload placed

upon it. FIG. 6 illustrates a typical, general-purpose network component suitable for implementing

one or more embodiments of the components disclosed herein. The network component 600

includes a processor 602 (which may be referred to as a central processor unit or CPU) that is in

communication with memory devices including secondary storage 604, read only memory (ROM)

606, random access memory (RAM) 608, input/output (I/O) devices 610, and network connectivity

devices 612. The processor may be implemented as one or more CPU chips, or may be part of one

or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).

[0065] The secondary storage 604 is typically comprised of one or more disk drives or tape

drives and is used for non-volatile storage of data and as an over-flow data storage device if RAM

608 is not large enough to hold all working data. Secondary storage 604 may be used to store

programs that are loaded into RAM 608 when such programs are selected for execution. The

ROM 606 is used to store instructions and perhaps data that are read during program execution.

ROM 606 is a non-volatile memory device that typically has a small memory capacity relative to

the larger memory capacity of secondary storage. The RAM 608 is used to store volatile data and



perhaps to store instructions. Access to both ROM 606 and RAM 608 is typically faster than to

secondary storage 604.

[0066] While several embodiments have been provided in the present disclosure, it should be

understood that the disclosed systems and methods might be embodied in many other specific

forms without departing from the spirit or scope of the present disclosure. The present examples

are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the intention is not to be limited to the

details given herein. For example, the various elements or components may be combined or

integrated in another system or certain features may be omitted, or not implemented.

[0067] In addition, techniques, systems, subsystems, and methods described and illustrated in

the various embodiments as discrete or separate may be combined or integrated with other systems,

modules, techniques, or methods without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. Other

items shown or discussed as coupled or directly coupled or communicating with each other may be

indirectly coupled or communicating through some interface, device, or intermediate component

whether electrically, mechanically, or otherwise. Other examples of changes, substitutions, and

alterations are ascertainable by one skilled in the art and could be made without departing from the

spirit and scope disclosed herein.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A network component comprising:

at least one processor configured to implement a method comprising:

collecting wavelength availability information associated with a wavelength switched

optical network (WSON);

receiving a path computation request to transport a signal through the WSON;

calculating at least one route through the WSON for the signal; and

assigning at least one wavelength for the signal to use along the route.

2 . The network component of claim 1, wherein the wavelength availability information is

collected using a routing protocol.

3 . The network component of claim 1, wherein the wavelength availability information is

collected using a management protocol.

4 . The network component of claim 1, wherein the wavelength availability information

comprises wavelength availability information for at least one network element, at least one link,

or both.

5 . The network component of claim 1, wherein the wavelength availability information

comprises a connectivity matrix, at least one per-port wavelength restriction, a WDM link



wavelength range, a WDM link channel spacing, a laser transmitter range, a wavelength

conversion capability, a maximum bandwidth per wavelength, and a wavelength availability.

6 . The network component of claim 4, wherein the path computation request is received

directly from the network element.

7 . The network component of claim 6, wherein the path computation request comprises a path

computation element protocol object.

8 . The network component of claim 1, wherein the wavelength availability information is

collected using a bit map.

9 . A network comprising:

a first path computation element (PCE) configured to compute at least one route for a

signal between a source and a destination; and

a second PCE in communication with the first PCE, wherein the second PCE is configured

to receive the route from the first PCE and assign at least one wavelength to the route.

10. The network of claim 9 further comprising: a plurality of network elements in

communication with the first PCE, the second PCE, or both.

11. The network of claim 10, wherein the first PCE, the second PCE, or both are configured to

collect wavelength availability information associated with the network elements using a routing



protocol.

12. The network of claim 10, wherein the first PCE, the second PCE, or both are configured to

collect wavelength availability information associated with the network elements using a

management protocol.

13. The network of claim 10, wherein the network elements transport the signal between the

source and the destination using the route and the wavelength.

14. The network of claim 10, wherein the network elements do not comprise any wavelength

converters.

15. The network of claim 10, wherein the network elements do not comprise any optical-

electric-optical converters.

16. The network of claim 9, wherein the network comprises a plurality of network elements

that transport the signal using the route and the wavelength, and wherein the first PCE is located in

one of the network elements, the second PCE is located in another one of the network elements, or

both.

17. The network of claim 9, wherein the first PCE computes a plurality of routes between the

source and the destination, and wherein the second PCE assigns the wavelength to only one of the

routes.



18. A network comprising:

a path computation element (PCE) configured to compute at least one route for a signal

between a source and a destination; and

a plurality of network elements in communication with the PCE, wherein at least some of

the network elements are configured to receive the route from the PCE, assign at least one

wavelength to the route, and transport the signal between the source and the destination using the

route and the wavelength.

19. The network of claim 18, wherein the network elements are further configured to

communicate wavelength availability information to the PCE, and wherein the wavelength

availability information comprises a connectivity matrix and a wavelength conversion capability.

20. The network of claim 19, wherein the wavelength availability information is propagated

using Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) signaling protocol.
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